.katsuperfisky.
[[Wo-Man(i)festo]]
.my eyes.
are open
wide to the world around me.
i invite even the harshest of realities to pass
like rays of light and energy
through my filtered lenses
down into my nerves
and stick like sap
to the wrinkles of
.my fingerprints.
are imprints of influence—
tiny coils comprised of
all realizations and realities
i have gathered along my way
wound tightly around
a solid core, a purpose
like dark markings etched into
the inner rings of
.my heart.
races
at a meta-metronome pace.
pumped by the desire to live life deliberately
it moves my muscles like a marionette
feeding energy through every extremity
motivating my body
to shift and shake
with purposeful intention it inspires
.my spirit.
bounces wildly within the confines of my skin
and explodes from the tips of the fingers
in my outstretched hands
like a million tiny seabirds taking flight over the vast ocean
and into an endless sky
full of freedom
possibility
passion
and purpose.
.my purpose?

my man(i)festo.
actually has very little to do with me
my eyes, my fingerprints,
my heart, my spirit…
(i) stay unseen.
secreted and out of sight
my identity concealed by
the greater works of art around me.
i am a mere vehicle
a machine
a porter-instigating awareness
unearthing truths
encouraging transformations
delivering a message much larger than myself.
.my message.
will REDEFINE the way that people look at the world.
alienated by ignorance
we believe we stand as separate beings
in purpose and in responsibility.
but
WE ARE NOT ALONE.
we are
INTERCONNECTED
to the inner workings
of the world
which is painted
and sculpted
and splattered
around us.
.my creations.
are A CALL TO ARMS.
they do not demand that people hug a tree or save the whales.
rather, they encourage people to realize that
WE EACH HAVE THE ABILITY to
open our eyes to the realities around us
understand that our fingerprints leave lasting marks
allow our hearts to beat
and spirits to soar in ways that will
stitch together the seam that’s been torn
(between us + our surroundings)
RE-AWAKEN
RE-INVIGORATE
RE-IMAGINE
REALIZE the connection we have
to everything around us. and
.MAKE THE WORLD A MORE BEAUTIFUL PLACE.

